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—“that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”
VOL. IV. GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, MARCH 21, 18,74, NO. 27.
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR. 
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.
For the Gambier Observer. 
GOD’S CARE FOR HIS CHILDREN.
Shall not the Gon, who clothes the grass with green 
And fragrant beauty; and who loads the trees,
With yellow fruit;—Who sprinkles with his dew,
The blushing rose;—Who bears the ravens cry;
And feeds the sparrow from his open hand,
Shelters the shorn lamb from the chilling blast;—
Much rather care for man, his nobler work,
And keep his way in danger’s dreadful path ?
David was close pursued by envious Saul,
And hunted to a cave among the rocks.
Before be slept, he prayed to God, his shield,
To save him from the anger of bis foe.
God, who saved Daniel from the lion’s rage;
Now rescued David Irom the jaws of Death.
He sent a spider, which with cunning art,
Spins out bis silver-threads before the cave.
Soon Saul approaches in bis dark designs,
And sleeps before the eave: but, never dreams,
That hid behind that thin embowered web,
David was curtained.— Thus, by simplest means,
God works deliverance for his straitened child.
Cleaveland, March, 18.34. W. B. D.
3IOGIiAPHY
For the Gambier Observer.
SKETCH OF the CHRIST J* \ CHARACTER 
OF MRS. R. H. HOPKINS.
[concluded.]
The writer of this memoir became acquainted 
with Mrs. Hopkins in September, 1832, but it was 
not till February of the following year that he had 
any intimate knowledge of her state of mind, when 
he first received an impression which further in­
timacy fully confirmed, that site was a Christian 
of no ordinary attainments. Pastoral visits ap­
peared to her seasons of refreshment and delight.
Her deep anxiety for others’ welfare was evidenc­
ed by inquiries as to the spiritual condition of the 
parish, and suggestions, the fruits of her own ex­
perience, as to the obstacles to the spread of the 
gospel. These were made with a modesty, and 
distrust of her own judgement, which marked an 
intimate acquaintance with her own heart.
It was in March 1833, during my temporary 
absence from home, that Mrs. H. was seized with 
that illness which terminated in her departure 
hence.
On the 26th, called and found her dangerously 
ill in body, though sound in mind, resting on the 
great atonement. 28th—again called. “My mind,” 
said she, “is very much beclouded. Every sinful 
thought, word, and action of my past life, has this 
day risen up against me. Something appears to 
whisper—“you are deceiving yourself—you are a 
hypocrite.” She wept bitterly. I endeavored to 
console her by directing her eyes to the Saviour, 
whose blood, said I, “cleanseth from all sin.” 
“Yes I” she answered, “I have no other hope—I 
can still look to him.” When speaking of her suf­
ferings, she remarked—“ I can bear my pain, if 1 
can but realize my Saviour’s presence.” After 
prayer, she said, “I think my mind is not so dull.” 
My mind which had been very dull, was great­
ly refreshed by her conversation and beholding 
the power of religion so strongly exemplified.— 
29th—Mrs. H. in body, much the same as yester­
day. On my entering the room,—*‘I know,” said 
she, “you would be glad to learn that my mind 
continues calm; and that I can submit to what
ever God will please to lay upon me, and therefore 
I sent for you.” Though suffering severely her­
self, yet her anxiety for the spiritual condition of 
two beloved relatives was intense.
On the day following, our dear sister was pre­
maturely confined. is
April 1st.—Mrs. H. sent for me this morning. 
Found her apparently worse with great difficulty 
of breathing. She remarked,—“I am not long 
for this world. I find myself growing weak, yet 
I have no doubts, no fears. 0! what a sinner 
I have been. I think that not a sin, in thought., 
word, or deed, which I have ever committed, but 
has risen up against me; yet “the blood of Christ 
cleanseth” <Src. She then requested the family to 
be sent for. Her two brothers, child, and neice, 
and brother-in-law, came;-to each of them she 
seemed to give specific advice, yo her sister she 
spake much, and charged her child to be good and 
obey her father, who was absent,at the east. We 
prayed, and, at her request left her. Having re 
turned in about an hour, she ^aid, “all is peace! 
Mr. R. comfort my poor husband,—tell him to live 
more for God, and not so much to the world.”— 
Having signified a desire to receive the Lord’s 
Supper, it was administered to her, when Dr. F. 
her attendant physician, and Mrs. F., and Mrs. B., 
united with us. At the conclusion, she extended 
her hand to me, and said, “ a blessed sea­
son ! llow precious the Saviour tsf’ Whilst read­
ing the Saviour's words:—“I have finished the 
work which thou gavest me to do.” I remarked, 
you may apply these words—your work is nearly 
finished—interruptingly she exclaimed,—“halt fin­
ished. How poorly I have lived! I think if I 
had to live my time over again, I shoull spend it 
very differently.” On a question being put to her 
relative to the gospel; she remarked:—“I atu as­
tonished that we can think c>f any thing else.” 
I again left and returned at 8 P. M. She then 
thought herself sinking. Having then told me, 
that whilst in comparative health, she had foarrd 
death, she said, “How wonderful it is, 1 have no 
fears—no doubts. 1 can look to Jesus. His work 
is my only hope. I have no anxiety. I can give 
up ail—my husband—children—all. I have given 
all up, and am now waiting my departure.” Earlier 
in the day having enquired, if she had any anxie­
ty to get better? She replied, “I am quite indif­
ferent.” Whatever my Father thinks is for the 
best.” About 11, I took leave hoping to meet 
again in glory. We neither thought of seeing 
each other again on this side the grave. 2d. Our 
dear sister was still in the flesh, and apparently 
better. On entering I remarked, I little thought 
of seeing you again—“nor I either,” she answer­
ed. “Iam free from pain, lean still rest on 
Jesus. I want to realize, I want to feel, that the 
arms of Jesus are underneath me. My mind is 
dull.” She added, “I want you to sit down, and 
talk to me, as if I knew nothing of a Saviour. Tell 
me ail about his great work. I want to confess 
my sins in the words of our confession.” We 
did so: thinking she needed encouragement, I 
then spoke of the promises.—“Yes!” said she ap 
parently half vexed, “but you must talk as if 1 
was very ignorant.” I then commenced with the 
fall, then endeavored to exhibit man’s continued 
wandering from God, and concluded with men­
tioning the way of restoration, and having finish­
ed—“ Now!” said she, “ I can take comfort.” 3d. 
Mrs. H. still in the same frame of mind as yester-
' day, “ I wish you to read the account in Revela­
tions of the New-Jerusalem:” and having done so, 
she remarked, “ I dreamed last night that I was 
there, and that it was exactly as there described.” 
She suffered much in her breathing.
4th. Owing to her drowsy state of body, I did 
not see her uatil the afternoon. On entering she 
said, “ I am sinking fast. I shall not be here long.” 
On enquiring into her state of mind, she answer­
ed, ‘ I see that my sins are forgiven, that I am ivash- 
ed in the blood of Christ.” She appeared sinking., 
I could perceive a great difference—her breathing 
was difficult. 1 Peter 1st chap, was read to her and 
then from the services of the day. “What is to 
day?” she asked. On my telling her Thursday, 
she added, “I thought Friday was near. I was 
thinking last night of the sufferings of Christ.” I 
added, “and you received comfort.” “ Yes!” she 
responded emphatically, “ Read me the account 
of his sufferings as on this day.” It was Thursday 
in passion week. Whilst, reading she interrupted 
me. It was too much for her; and at her request 
I ceased and left the room, on my leaving she wish­
ed me to come again. Again returned. We 
thought her dying. Again she addressed all her
friends, urging on her brother W------ to prepare.
Tier hands &c. cold, Mrs. B. her sister proposed 
rubbing them, “No!” said she “I love to feel 
death.” About 2 o'clock A. M. of the fifth on 
feeling her hands I inquired if she was not warm­
er. “ Yes,” she replied. 1 added, perhaps you 
may remain a little longer with us. I perceived 
dissatisfaction on her countenance, and after a 
time, and evidently a struggle, she said, “ His will 
be done.”
Dr. F. was sent for, and between 3 and 4 she 
was much revived, and I left. The next day be­
ing Good Friday, after the morning service, I saw 
her. We have been contemplating the sufferings 
of Christ, was remarked; “and I too,” she added. 
She then urged me to deal faith fully with her fam­
ily and with all. “ I know,” said she, “ I am God’s 
child. I fear I shall not be patient.” She slept 
during the day. Fresh remedies were made use of, 
and hopes entertained of her remaining longer with 
us. At 10 o’clock P. M. though still very drow­
sy, she remarked, “I am still in the same state of 
mind. Jesus is near me. He is underneath me 
and around me.” “I could have wished,” said 
she, “that Mr. H. had been at home,” but added, 
“it is all well. Tell him to see that he has a well 
grounded hope. I do not doubt but that he is a 
Christian; but a good hope is necessary now. She 
inquired if we had been to church. That beautiful 
hymn, “It is finished,” &c. was read to her. She 
then commenced the first line of “ Come Lord and 
warm each languid heart,” &c. and of “Come ye 
\that love the Lord.” About 11 o'clock I left her. 
During the night she was easy, and gave frequent 
' directions to the two Christian sisters who were 
: with her, as to how she would have her medicines 
' &c. administered.
About 6 she became restless and chills came 
on. About 9 a messenger came to tell me Mrs. 
H. was dying. On my arrival she was speechless, 
and soon afterwards she literally breathed out her 
spirit into the hands of him who had, indeed, been 
to her a faithful Creator. Her last words were 
on her sister inquiring, “Is all well?” “I AM’ 
satisfied!” Thus ended our beloved sister a 
life of suffering, yet a life of eminent usefulness 
in that sphere within which she was called to act
——
gJLO
It is the least tribute, which can be paid to her 
Christian character, to say, that her memory is 
blessed; and may the God of the spirits of all 
flesh so form the hearts of her surviving friends that 
having lived like Mrs*. II., their last end may be like 
hers. Amen! Amen! V.
is i s s z o w .a a v.
From the Missionary Record. 
GREECE.
Letters have recently been received from the 
Rev. Mr. Robertson, from which, it is our intention 
to make such selections
to interest our readers, 
now publish are from a communication dated so 
far back (January 2, 1833,) as to lead to the be­
lief that its progress must have been delayed in 
some unusual manner.
“After the division of labour which took place 
between Brother Hill and myself, the I3th of 
March last, circumstances rendered it important 
that I should make a visit to Smyrna. The voyage 
proved quite providential, for, before I left Smyr­
na, I received from the United States considerable 
supplies of money from the Treasurer, of paper 
and other materials for the presses, and boxes of 
articles for the schools—all exceedingly needed 
by us. As the communications between Smyrna 
and Athens have been very indirect and uncertain, 
but for my presence on the spot, we might have 
been deprived of these important supplies for some 
months.
“As I could not obtain a direct passage from 
hence to Smyrna, I embarked March 31st, in a 
Saccoleva, a small vessel without cabin, for Samos. 
Violent winds drove us the second morning into 
Porta della Grazia, a little haven on the south 
side of Syra. A small cottage for the health-of- 
cer and his family, four or five wretched huts, 
and two small white Romish chapels were in sight. 
The officer soon came down and invited me to his 
house. He informed me that the principal part 
of the landed property in the Island belonged to 
the Romanists. He himself was of the same 
Church; yet he gladly received from me tracts 
from our press, and two or three school books for 
his children. I explained to him our desire to ex­
tend knowledge among men, and especially the 
knowledge of JesusUhrist, through his own bless­
ed Gospel—and that many excellent people in 
the United States for this purpose, gave liberally 
of their property, and offered their fervent prayers 
to Almighly God to bless the means thus used.— 
He seemed quite interested, and treated me with 
much hospitality, avoiding only, as it was his 
duty to do, all personal contact. The excessive 
violence of the winds detained us in this little haven 
three days. The second, the health officer sent 
a messenger for me, with a letter to Brother Hild- 
ner; and the third I had the pleasure cf a visit 
from him, iiis newly married wife, and a Brother 
Missionary from Basle, Mr. Rote, on his way to 
Tiflis. The health-officer gave us a room to our­
selves, and left us without a guardiano, on my 
passing my word that I would not come into con 
tact with them. Here we dined together, as they 
had kindl y brought the materials for a cold collation. 
We afterward walked along the beach and had 
much conversation regardingour Missionary affairs 
which was closed by singing some German hymns. 
As they had a rugged ride of three hours across 
the mountains before them, they were obliged to 
leave me at an early hour. Upon their departure 
I urged strongly the master of the boat to make 
an effort to reach Delos. With much difficulty he 
at length yielded to my urgency, of which I soon 
had cause to repent, and felt that it would be bet­
ter for the future to trust rather to his seamanship 
than my own. It was with the most strenuous 
exertion that the crew were able, after standing 
some time out, to gain even another port in Syra. 
This proved a wretched, rocky place, and with no 
signs of humanity but an old shepherd and his 
boy, who dwelt in a miserable hovel above the
cliffs. They were wholly destitute of education, 
and took no interest in any thing I said of a spirit­
ual nature. I had been compelled the whole time 
since we left the Piraeus to sleep on the deck; but 
this night was so tempestuous that I with difficulty
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prevented myself from being blown off. Yet here 
we had to remain two nights and a day. The 
second night I took up iny lodgings under the 
cliffs. There was barely room for my matrass, 
which was within a foot of the water’s edge, so 
that had there been a change of wind during the 
night I should have had the sea washing over me.
I do not mention these little discomforts in the 
way of complaint, but simply to give you an idea ,, 
how we usually get from place to place. He who 
“tempers the wind to the shorn lamb,” has hither­
to tried us with no hardships beyond the ability 
which he has given us to bear them. Though
could supply. At supper, my l„>t 5di),e 
a roasted fowl, though it was the season ol I Vnt 
and when I inquired why his wife took her n'ate 
of very snaple food at the other end of the roc , 
he said that she wished to remove herself as far ai’ 
possible from temptation. I told her that I should 
have preferred her company at table to the richest 
fare, and that I felt mortified at being the cause 
of her removal. She immediately begged me not 
to feel troubled, since it was her own fault, in no­
having yet gained sufficient power over the calls 
of appetite. Though I cannot approve the rfoiditv
_____ __________ _____ _ _____ „ niuch less superstition of their fasts J
as we may deem likely i naturally of feeble frame, I found myself even the could not but think that here was a lesson to my. 
The extracts which we i better in health for these exposures and rude fare, self and many others, who have more li-dit, when
" ” ’ " " ’ ' J---------P-------- we pray in regard to any supposed sin, °«Lead usBesides, I often find a degree of enjoyment, which
I have looked for in vain when surrounded with 
all the luxuries and accommodations of our steam­
boat. Seldom have I felt the langour and listless­
ness come over me with which I have often been 
affected on board those splendid conveyances, ex­
cept, when, in mid-summer, the breeze has desert­
ed us, and we have been left to endure as we may 
the piercing rays of the sun. The hands on board 
from master to boy, are generally cheerful, kind 
and obliging. They will do all in their power to 
make you comfortable, and one may often derive 
both amusement and information from conversing 
with them. I believe, that in regard to drunken­
ness and debauchery, they are generally far super- 
nor to the mariner of England and America. 
One very prevalent vice is card-playing with which 
they occupy a large portion of their leisure. Their 
frankness gives a Missionary many opportunities 
of usefulness in these little voyages. They are 
very ready to talk on religious subjects, and, if 
you do not directly attack their superstitions, lis­
ten with much respect. The day after we sailed 
was Sunday, and I was sca-siek the chief part of 
the day. Yet I had energy enough to remonstrate 
when I saw the pack of cards produced. I told 
them that ft was the devil’s book of treachery, 
by which he cheated them out of their time, when 
they might he engaged in thinking of God and 
their souls, and that it led them to other evil habits, 
but that if they world put them aside, I would read 
to them out of Goa’s book, which certainly would 
be more appropriate to IBs own holy-Jay Wli»n 
I had done speaking, the master collected the 
cards, audio my gratification and surprise, scatter­
ed them all in the sea. I then read to them various 
chapters <jf the New Testament, for these simple! 
people are not easily fatigued, and will sometimes 
even ask on to continue. They all agreed, when 
I had cloned, that this was the best mode of keep- , 
ing the Lord’s day. Feeling better the next mor ' 
ing, I told them I was always accustomed at home 
to have my family about me, morning and evening 
to read the Gospel to them, and that, if they did 
not object, I would consider them for the time as 
my family. They seemed pleased, and according­
ly I read two or three chapters. Then, taking my 
Greek Common Prayer, and modifying the lan­
guage of the translation, (which is not only too 
ancient and stiff, but often incorrect,) I repeated 
three or four collects and closed with the Lord’s 
prayer. Thus we continued during the voyage. 
“On Friday morning, we set sail anew, and,
I-'roir Sprague's Lectures on Revivals of Religion. 
LETTER
OF BtSHOP MILVAINE ON REVIVALS.
Brooklyn, April 6,1832.
Rev. and Dear Sir,
I was much pleased to hear of your intention to 
publish on the subject of Revivals of religion in 
after considerable toil, about noon gained an unfre- j this country; belteving that there is not another 
(juented harbour in the Island of Myeonos. We on which a well digested, discreet, intelligent and 
were detained here but two hours. The wind sud- ' spiritually-minaed work is, at this period, so much 
denly died away, and was soon succeeded by a fair
and gentle breeze, so that we were soon again 
under sail, with prow directed towards Samos. It 
was, however, near the close of the afternoon on 
Saturday, before I was landed, with my baggage 
on the beach at Carlovasia, making just a week
since I sailed from the Piraeus. The town, or them accurately in respect to the nature, meam
rather towns, for it is separated into three or four 
scattered parts, was at some distance. My only 
letter was to Vathy, at the other end of the Island, 
and I was at a loss how to proceed. In a few 
minutes the officer of health and customs came 
down, with servants, introduced himself, said it 
was then too late to send my baggage to the town, 
but that he would lock it up until morning in his 
office, and begged me to accept the hospitality 
of his house while I stayed. I received much 
kindness both from him and other gentlemen, who
took care that I should want nothing which they i sense, to do it justice. I pray, and doubtless you
not into temptation, to manifest our sincerity 
by doing all we can to avoid it. I told them that 
we held this season of Lent as well as themselves. 
Why, said the husband, (who hesitated not to par' 
take of the fowl, on the ground that it was allow- 
able through respect to his guest,) I have always 
supposed that Franks, except those of the Romish 
C.'turch, never fasted. I told him that the Protest­
ant Episcopal Church had appointed a Lent of 
forty days, and advised her members durin g this, 
and on the Wednesday and Friday of each week 
to use such abstinence as they should find most 
conducive to their welfare; but that following the 
Gospel, she had laid down no rules for distinctions 
of meats and drinks and issued no injunctions for 
any uniform mode of subduing fleshly lusts. 
He said that this was good and reasonable. The 
next day, Sunday, ir. company with some of the 
principal Inhabitants, I visited the Churches, eon- 
versed with several of the priests, and gave tracti 
to them and others who could read. I also distri­
buted two'ortbree Testaments and a Psalter. On 
Monday morning, I visited the schools, gave a few 
of our books to the teachers Ly way of encourage­
ment, and then went to see what I considered a 
very great cutiosity. It was a printing establish­
ment, every thing connected with-it, press, type, 
and ink, being the production of the very ingen­
ious individual who is the proprietor, ft seems 
’ ’ id bthat he ha een to Tenos, during the absence of 
Brother Hill \ud rnyseff, on our first visit to Atbf"" 
and -rhile oui presses were ) vi in operation in that 
Island. He examined them with a curious eye, 
and having formed a correct idea of the general 
principle, on his arrival at Samos, successfully at­
tempted the construction of one with wood. Ils 
appearance is, in-feed, rude, hut the work which 
it throws off is far neater than I could have antici­
pated. They were printing some documents for 
the government of toe Island: but I have since 
had sent me a tragedy, by a young Samiote lily, 
printed at the same press.—(To be Continued.)
11 3 I» Z G1 o n s.
needed. We need it at home—it is earnestly de­
sired abroad. When I was in London, about eigh­
teen months since, among sundry earnest inqui­
ries, as well from ministers of the established 
church, as those of dissenting denominations, re­
questing direction as to some publication to inform
and fruits of revivals of religion among us; Ire- 
collect a conversation with the Rev. Josiah Pratt, 
(well known as author of the Memoir, and editor 
of the works of the excellent Cecil,) in which, af­
ter expressing a strong desire that Christians in 
England should know more on this subject, he 
twice, and with much solemnity of manner, enjoin­
ed it upon me that I should endeavor to prepare a 
work in regard to it, and send it to England tor 
publication. I rejoice that the undertaking hai 
fallen into hands so much more qualified, in every
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have made it a matter of much prayer, that all you 
write may be according to the mind of Christ, and 
under the sanctification of the Holy Spirit, so as 
to be “profitable for doctrine, reproof, correction 
and instruction in righteousness.”
I understand you as requesting of me a brief 
nc
uine revivals always begin,—in the closet. Let'but spiritual.” Let us get tlie ear of sinners by the 
people be assembled for prayer; but let the chief zeal of truth and soberness, and then fill it with 
concert be the daily union of hearts, each in se- 'Jesus Christ and him crucified.
cret, wrestling with God. I And now supposing a general revival is in pro-
But there is another important means of having I gress, and much interest prevails in the comrnu- 
religion revived. Some legitimate, sober ’effort to 1 nity, and inquirers come in and some profess to
expression of such hints in relation to revivals, as create a general disposition to attend to the word, is 'have obtained the hope of faith__let me suggest
my experience in them may have suggested, and very important. One great reason why the word that it is not sufficiently remembered that a time 
my time will permit me to write. This I will at- is not more blessed lies in the fact that it is so lit - [of great blessing is also a time of great exposure. 
tempt most cheerfully; but must perform it with tie heard—not only among those who do not as- i When an individual Christian is on the mount, we”
the strictest confinement of my pen to the mere 
giving of hints.
My experience of revivals has not been so ex
semble where it is preached, but those also, even , think him specially in need of caution, iest he be 
professors of religion, who sit beneath its sound.' lifted up above measure. Paul needed a thorn to 
We need something to open the ear of those who i keep him humble, after his abundant manifestations, 
tensive as that of many others; but it has been, [ come to hear, and to congregate those who are I Thus a Church revived, and rejoicing, and full of 
more than that of many others among young men too indifferent to come. Much depends on this. | zeal, must take especial heed, lest the sails be too 
of education and force of character. It has been my But here is where experience utters its most se- much for the ballast, and while the hands are all 
lot to witness the power of the Spirit in circum- rious cautions. It is in the council of the sons ' ahead delighting their eyes with the oovver of her 
stances peculiarly unpropitious; overcoming oh-1 of God, upon such measures, that Satan puts on ! advance, the spirit of evil should get up behind 
stacles of the most formidable kind, acd effecting ! the-dress of an angel of light, and too often gets 1 and take the helm, and substitute another needle 
in spite of them, conversions of a nature specially himself appointed “the committee of ways and \ than that of the truth as it is in Jesus.
distinguished by the decision, ibree and consistency 
of Christian character which they have since ex­
hibited. But I have not time for preliminaries.
As to what a revival of religion is, and what its
y>cl. Where this is not sought and 
obtained, the revival is more than suspicious. But 
I (car that, where it is sought, it is sometimes de­
sired much more as a necessary means to the ac­
complishment of the other, than as a most impor­
tant end in itself, which alone is unspeakably pre­
cious, and must be productive of all good fruits. 
If the quickening of the souls of God’s people to 
liveliness of life be regarded lather as a means to 
the bringing about of a resurrection among the 
dead in sins, than as a great end in itself; the con­
sequence will be, as experience proves, that their
inn congregation—I n?ed not say that the faithful, 
l>fain, direct preaching of the truth is one of these 
means. But is there not danger of putting reli­
ance on this or that mode of saying things; this or
means.” There are means to be used, in awakening J A time of revival is necessarily to some extent, 
a disposition to come and see and hear, which truth [ a time of excitement. But excitement is of two 
and soberness, scripture and good sense fully war- kinds. One is that of the soul receiving nourish- 
rant. I liese I doubt not you have discussed. But ment from the meat of the word which quickens 
geat objects ought to be—I would suggest that the j how easily may zeal, having a little more excite- ' its affections, strengthens its desires after holiness,
public mind (I mean of Christians,) is in dangei of; ment than discretion and conscience, overstep the and promotes a healthy state of spiritual life.__
overlooking, or only slightly regarding one out of bounds of sobriety and truth, and not only revive j This is the genuine excitement of a revival ol re- 
thc two great constituents and blessings of a gen- ' intemperance instead of piety, but bring back the ligion. But there is another rc.-cmbliig it very 
uine revival. One of these is the tonum/on old contrivance of “/?/<??«J think there 1 deceitfully in color and temporary sensation, but 
sinners. But it is not the only object; though is hardly any matter connected with revivals that differing from it very wide!) in permanent conse- 
too much treated as if it were. The other is the ' needs more guarding than this. Great scandal -quences. It is the fever of the ■ dud, to which hu- 
(juickening of the people of God to a spirit and walk has been rai-ed by indiscretion, and what. I cannot man nature is exceedingly prone. Some of it is 
becoming the Gospe call by any lighter name thanTrawc/ on the part of j probably unavoidable in revivals, because revivals 
some seekers of a revival, 'lhe agency of (he have to do with a diseased nature; as powerful 
Holy Spirit as the beginning and ending lias been medicines, while working together for the good of 
almost or entirely set aside. A revival has been ] the body, produce a feverish excitement, not by 
represented and sought for as an article of mauu-i their own fault, but the morbid condition of the 
facture to which you have only to set the machine-, patient. But how unwisely would a physician act, 
rv and raise the steam of excitement, caring little 1 should he mistake the hectic of the fever for the 
with what, fuel, and converts will be made to hand, glow of health, and endeavor (o increase it because 
Artifices to catch attention; devices to entrap the ; accompanied with warmth and apparent strength! 
careless; representations to create impression; an Delirium and prostration would ensue. This is 
exaggerated style of preaching to produce alarm; ! precisely the mistake not unfrequently made by 
to shake suspicious hopes and raise a state of ge- friends of revivals. It is extremely dangerous, 
increase of life will he confined very much to those [ neral excitement, no matter of what kind, so that They mistake disease for health. They seek ex- 
efforts which bring them before the view, and into jit brings people to hear, have ir» some cases been j citemcnt. It is well. The dead heart must be 
direct opperation on the feelings of the impeni-! put into requisition, over wiiich truth, and rever-, excited. But let them be cautious. There is an 
tent, such as the leading and attending of public ; ence, and humility, and faith must weep, and excitement, which, like that of electricity upon 
and other meetings tor prayer and exhortation, in- j which have done more to injure revivals in certain j a corpse, will open the eyes, but they will notsee\ 
stead of being, first and last, an improvement of; places, than all the direct opposition of coldness stir the heart, but it will not love; throw the whole 
their hearts in all the inward things of the Spirit I and unbelief. When the world and slumbering ! body into violent action, only to remain when the 
of God,elevating, purifying, adorning, invigorating Christians see these things, it is not strange that - machinery is withdrawn, a more melancholy spec- 
the whole Christian character. they should speak against revivals. Blessed he ! taele of death than before. Excitement that docs
As io the means of obtaining a revival of religion God, these tilings are no characteristic of revivals not proceed from the influence of truth on the
of religion, hut only of some minds associated with heart, and lead towards the obedience of truth in
the name. In the great majority of what have the life, is the fever of a diseased soul, and not the
been called by this name, they have not appeared, j evidence of increasing lite. To stimulate this is
or have been only very partial exceptions to the , as much to hinder grace, as if you should attempt
that selection of topics or management of an ad-' general rule. But in proportion as a revival-spir-i to make a dying man well, by filling him with 
dress, because in some places, or in the hands of it shall spread in the churches, will the danger of' alcohol. The fever may look and act. exceed- 
6ome men they are supposed to have been very I these mischiefs increase. The very excellence ot Singly like healthy religion—but it will either mount 
successful, when at best they may be peculiar!)' ’ the cause will be its exposure to the abuse of un- i at last to wild derangement, or pass off and leave 
suitable only in peculiar cases, or when used by ' balanced zeal and to the devices of Satan. There the subjects more perfectly prostrate and helpless 
peculiar persons? Is there not danger of our1 was a great work ib Samaria, under the preach-
getting to rely on a Paul or an Apollos, and sup- . ing of Philip. Simon Magus was a spurious con- 
posing that a revival can hardly take place and vert of that revival. He turned in with the heart 
dourish, unless they, or some persons very much j of a sorcerer, under the face of a Christian, and
than ever, I conceive that clear conception of 
the nature and genuine means of real, spiiitual 
excitement, as distinguished from every counter­
feit, are much needed, in order that revivals may
like them, in manner, are at the head of the effort? wanted to help the wmrk by imitating the wonders , be protected against the w eakness of the flesh, 
Would not such a reliance be altogether inconsis | of the Apostles. But he thought the gift of God and the forgeries of Satan.
tent with a simple dependence upon the sword of could be purchased with money. lie wanted to j Now let me again suppose a revival in progress, 
the Spirit and the demonstration of the Spirit, as' bewitch the people instead of enlightening them. In consequence of the ignorance, inexperience,
placed at the disposal of every minister of the He supposed the apostles had some magic secret 
word who will know nothing among men but Je- in communicating the Holy Ghost, which perhaps 
sus Christ and him crucified/ Do we not need ’ they might be induced to reveal, so as to enable 
to think and feel much more ot /Zim truth, that the ' him to go about and do great things as well as they.
sinfulness, indiscretion of the promiscuous mass 
of minds and hearts concerned in it, we must ex­
pect more or less of diseased excitement, though 
the work be full of holy fruits. The labor of the
power of preaching is not to be improved so much Is this character never seen among genuine revi- j minister is to protect the good work, as much as pos-
hy seeking out new and more striking modes and 
expressions, as by combining our discourses with 
more prayer in their preparation, and more faith 
in the power of God while delivering them?
I need not urge that combined and earnest prayer 
is another of the means of obtaining a revival.— 
But it is needful to urge that there is a tendency 
to make this too exclusively a matter of theprayer- 
meetm", and that in the prayer-meeting, there is a
vals of the present day? I fear Satan still finds 
those who give themselves out to be some great 
ones; and who, passing by the great truth that it 
is the Spirit who is to convince of sin and of righ­
teousness and of judgment, attempt the work of a 
revival as if there were a magic secret in certain 
modes and artifices, and expect to change stub­
born hearts by bewitching weak heads. No. The 
Apostles had no device but that of plain truth,
proneness to pray an address to the p ’ople, more , and strong faith, and humble boldness, and fervent 
than to God, seeking mere to produce an effect I love. Lei us be content with these. Let it be 
than to obtain an answer. The chief power of) written of us as of them—“IFe believe, and therc- 
praver for a revival of the work of God must be [fore speak.” Our weapons w:d be “ mighty through 
aought where effect cannot tempt, and where gen-1 God,” only in proportion as they are “not earned
sible, from abuses to which it is liable from this 
cause. Let me therefore suggest that a season of 
revival is one in which special care should be had 
in the regularly keeping up of all the rides of the 
church. Old modes of doing things are apt to seem 
worn out, and decrepid, and dry, to minds under 
new excitement. A sudden flood in the river not 
unfrequently opens new channels, but never with­
out desolation. Let the springs of the river of life 
be revived and swollen with the rains of heaven; 
but that the streams thereof may make giad the 
city of God, let them be kept within the banka 
which the ordinances of the gospel have estab­
lished, and the wisdom of all ages ha beta con-
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lent with. Let the novelty consist m newness ol 
life, in an unwonted spirit of prayer, and faith, and 
love, rather than in new devices and novel modes. 
(To be Continued.)
For the Gambier Observer.
<‘I love the cheerful village bell,
Faint emblem of the call of God.
Waked by the sound, I bend my feet,
I bid my swelling sorrows cease;
I do but touch the mercy seat,
And hear the still small voice of peace.”
I Velvet Cushion.
There are three things which contribute to ren­
der the valley of---------one of the loveliest spots ,
in the world. The picturesque scenery diversified 
with hill and vale—the thousand pure and gush­
ing streams which come freshly from the sides of 
the mountain; and richly compensate for the want 
of large rivers—the cheerful social character, unit­
ed with the elevated and consistent piety of the 
inhabitants of its beautiful villages, make it like 
the garden of Eden.
Within a grove of elms in one of these, a tall 
spire is seen rising among the branches and point­
ing towards the skies—a proper emblem for the 
temple of Jehovah, who is to be worshipped by his 
rational creatures in spirit and in truth. On each 
Sunday morning the doors are thrown wide open, 
and “far o’er hill and dell” is heard the joyful in­
vitation to come up to the courts of the Lord. It 
is truly delightful on a spring morning to hear the 
bell pealing its clear sounds, in unison with the 
music of nature around; and every heart responds. 
Then the silence of the streets is broken, and then 
is a stir «f men and women and children along the 
paths, all bending their steps in one direction, 
“Group after group glide on with noiseless tread,
And round Jehovah’s sacred altars meet.”
Every wandering thought is brought back, as 
the aged priest of God utters in a solemn voice, 
“the Lord is in his holy temple, let all the earth 
keep silence before him.” How grand, how solemn, 
how impressive the thought that we are in the 
presence of the High and Holy, and address out- 
petitions to Him who is enthroned in light; that 
wc come to him before whom angels bow and arch­
angels veil their faces; that we conic as children, 
and call him “Our Father.” Were I, in one word, 
to give the character ol that devout servant of 
God, who breaks to his people the bread of life, 
rightly dividing the word of truth, I should say 
he is like Paul. Like Paul, he preaches Christ 
crucified—like Paul lie gives his attention, and 
draws the attention of his Hock to the weightier 
matters of judgment, mercy and faith, is least te­
nacious of the mint, anise and cummin of the law. 
But while he possesses in a great degree the zeal, 
energy, nerve of St. Paul, lie has much of the 
meekness, and amiableness of that disciple whom 
Jesus loved. Perhaps it would be justice to say, 
that he is Paul in the pulpit, and John as l lie friend, 
the father of his spiritual children. He comes 
before his people without notes, but he draws from 
the unsealed and inexhaustible fountain of a pure 
heart. “Out of the good treasure of his heart 
he brings forth good things.” It seems the end 
of his preaching to “bind up the broken hearted, 
to proclaim liberty to the captives, and the open­
ing of the prison to them that art bound.” The 
word ot God, is the light of his path, and so meek 
and consistent his daily walk, as to recommend 
the principles of piety to all around. They see 
and feel that his are the wavs of pleasantness,.and 
that the paths in which he walks are peace. There 
was about him none of that fanaticism which usurps 
the throne of sober piety; and which may yet “ as­
sist to bury religion in its grave.” He was emi­
nently a man of prayer. Servant of God! may 
your efforts and your services descend richly in a 
shower of blessings into your own bosom! The 
Lord delighteth in thee, and thy land is called Beu­
lah!
Not soon shall wc forget the feeling manner in 
which the aged Vicar related the anecdote of St. 
John, told by one of the fathers. “When the 
amiable apostle was so old that he had to be brought 
in his chair, into the little meeting of the apostles, 
all he could say, without rising from his seat, was, 
“love one another! My children, love one ano­
ther!’’ Your aged pastor will die with the same 1
wish and prayer for you.” Our good friend—11 
call him our, because I believe that all who have 
only read thus far in this imperfect sketch of this 
godly man, revere and love him;—then how would 
you love him if you knew him;—our friend has a i 
happy talent of improvcing passing occurrences. I 
On an occasion, while a wealthy “member of his 
fold,” was erecting a fine dwelling in the hamlet, 
he chose as his text, “In my Bathers house are 
many mansions.” “ Here, in this beautiful world, 
my friends, you choose a place which pleases you
_ you buid your houses—you plant your gardens
and set out" your trees—here you collect your 
friends about you, and call it home,—here you love, 
and are loved; so it is with the Christian; lie has 
a mansion in that city whose builder and maker is 
God; there are his hopes—his joys—his treasures 
—his heart—hisjiomc. The mansions which our 
Father in heaven is preparing for such as love him, 
are infinitely better than any the kindest earthly 
parent can give his children. There every tear is 
wiped from the eye, and there no sin, no grief is 
allowed to enter; there is no darkness there, for 
the Sun of righteousness is the light thereof. “ I 
go to prepare a place for you,—1 will come again 
and receive you unto myself, that where I am, 
there ye may be also.” When one of you, my 
beloved friends, is absent from home, you think 
much of it; and the thought that there you are 
loved, and that anxious hearts are longing for 
your return, consoles you in your wanderings.— 
'file Christian is absent from /zzs Father’s house. 
Wc have here no abiding city, and are travellers 
towards our home. When the Christian is weary 
in his way and ready to faint, he looks with anx­
ious eyes towards the seats of happiness, joy and 
rest which are prepared for him. And he will 
soon be there.” “ Where I am.” Blessed, blessed 
thought! It is not happiness enough that I am to 
see and embrace the dear children whom God has 
taken from me, but I am to be where my Lord and 
Master is. There is fulness of joy—there are plea­
sures forevermore.
‘Jerusalem! my happy home, how do I long for thee!
When shall this exile have an end, thy joys when shall I see?”
* * * * But can it be that God in his jus­
tice will prepare places of eternal punishment for 
any of my hearers ? My heart bleeds to think of 
it. Can any be so foolish, so wicked as to slight 
the reasonable commands of our best Friend? Re­
flect on what your Saviour has done for you. Sec 
him buffeted and spurned! See bis body writhe 
with pain, and his bosom heave with anguish and 
pity, as they nail him to the cross. This suffering 
is for you. He bore your sins. And witness his 
condescending love. He knocks at the door of 
your heart; you refuse the heavenly guest admit­
tance. He knocks again, hear his kind voice. 
Open! and I will come in and sup with you, and 
you with me. You still refuse, and the blessed 
Saviour, your Lord, your King, your God turns 
away in grief. His locks are wet with the dews of 
the morning. Sure if you should treat an earthly 
friend in such a manner, he would banish you from 
his friendship. Come, oh! come! and see that 
the Lord is gracious! No one is ever sent away 
empty. Let the poor heart-broken sinner come 
to the Saviour, in the way he has appointed; let 
him come, and with the blind Bartimeus, cry out 
“mercy, oh! thou Son of David;” and let his suit 
be rejected,—and he return to earth and relate 
the story, and it would close every church, and 
bring gloom and darkness into the heart of every 
Christian—the gospel would lose its efficacy, and ' 
an angel would proclaim aloud in the midst of 
heaven, the mansions in heaven are full. Let him 
relate the story in the hearing of the exiled in the 
world of woe,—it would unbar the iron gates of 
despair, and a yell of joy would arise in place of, 
the groans and cries which continually arise, un-} 
der the never ceasing gnawing of the worm which » 
dieth not! Let him relate it in the mansions of 
blessedness above,—it would unstring those harps) 
ai tuned to the Redeemer’s praise, and cause silence ! 
and anxious dejection in the hearts of the blessed. 
It would hang heaven with blackness and gloom. 
But no! thanks be to God; there is yet room. The 
day of grace still shines upon you; the door of 
hope is still opened. Oh! hasten without delay. 
Come and secure an Almighty Friend.” I
The eye of him whose character this sketch 
portrays—hut poorly and dimly; will wander with 
some surprise over these lines.’ The sentence will 
soon be yours; “ Well done good and faithful »er. 
vant, enter into the joy of thy Lord.” May the 
remainder-of your days be filled up with useful- 
ness andltappiness, and your last hours like be the 
setting sun which sinks quietly and beautifully in 
the west. ’ yy. g
Cleaveland, March, 1834.
HOW DID YOU LIKE THE SERMON? 
Admirable! Admirable! exclaimed one, who 
was exceeded by none for his close attention du- 
ring divine service. That part of it whichdescrib- 
ed instability, now at zero, and again at blood heat 
especially pleased me, since so exactly suitable to 
our friend, (whom he then boldly named.) I could 
not but look at him, and I know he must have 
been cut to the quick. Did you notice how he 
coloured, and hung his head. Nothing would 
have induced me to have been in his place, and 
received such a severe lashing. Had the minister 
known him, as we do, and intended his exposure, 
he could not have been more to the point. I al­
most think, lie must have had him in his eye. As 
to the other parts of this discourse, they were 
just what I fancy. Where he was portrayed, that 
refuses to be liberal, that spends his life adding 
dollar to dollar, house to house, and field to field 
that never bids the Missionary, or the Bible, God 
speed,—I could not but apply the whole to that 
miserly old fellow by the gate, who with all his I 
thousands gives so little to the Lord. And when I 
the Pharisee was instanced, that made long prayers 
and gave alms of all that he possessed, to he seen 
of men, I could hardly refrain from smiling; the 
whole sustained such a close resemblance to our 
busy body Of a deacon. Some will have it, he i> 
very pious; but, in spite of my charitable allow­
ances, I cannot regard him in any other light than 
a thickly daubed hypocrite.—He must have felt , 
today; lie certainly received no quarter. There 
was another part, 1 just think of, which touchef 
handsomely upon dress. This must have been 
galling to many of our ladies, and not a few of our J 
gentlemen, particularly to that dashing Miss, who I 
always makes such a parade in the aisle and seems I 
to come late to church, purposely to show off her I 
beauty and the decorations with which she it I 
adorned. Very few could ha’-ebcen there today J 
without receiving some hit. I never heard ro I 
great a sermon before. I disbelieve that it could I 
be outdone. And, if our minister should always J 
preach so he would soon produce an extensive I 
reformation. Desirous to know whether the same I 
effect had been produced upon another friend who I 
rates high among us on the score of scholarship I 
and teaches our village school, I embraced the I 
first opportunity to put the same question to hire; I 
How did you like the sermon? It was a cold wintr I 
evening whenhe called at my house, and having r 
been politely seated—he thus began: He liked it. 
yes, lie liked it. But some things were exception­
able, though of no great importance. It would 
take some time to specify what was amiss. 1 row 
this long preamble, I feared be would consume on 
whole evening, and regretted he had been started 
on such a fruitful topic, as I had much busine* 
that demanded my moments. Still as I had invit­
ed the conversation, I must hear and bear it, Orel# 
be rude. So again it grated upon my ears: He 
liked it; but—the introduction was too prolix, I 
dry and common place.—He liked it; but gcyer» I 
words were barbarously pronounced. Aniini- <
(he said,) could not be too companionable with to 
dictionary. As well as the Bible, it should lie®® 
the table before him for constant reference. Fp 
my part,(he went on) you do not know how it pan1' 
me when a word is pronounced wrong. It dmOft 
raises me from my seat. It spoils all my piw- I 
sure in hearing; and, did not manners lorbid it- I 
I should leave the church sooner than endure I 
the torment. (He continued on.) He liked it, bin | 
the divisions should have been four, instead ot two 
—that they might have been plainer and the more 
easily stored up in the memory. He liked 14» 
it was too much interlarded with Scripture, 
to thia he would not object, if, what was quo 
had been sufficiently relative. Still, he liked 1
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but, hardly a sentence was finished, hardy a design 
completed.— And did you not observe its defi­
ciency in unity ?—Just at this moment some one 
called me away, and I was under the joyful neces­
sity of begging to be excused. I felt thankful 
that I was no critic, that my ear was not fastidiously 
delicate, and that I had but a common share of 
learning. Such a person, as our learned teacher 
is welcome, for all me, to his likes, dislikes, and 
exceptions.
Having begun to ask the opinion of others about 
the sermon, and finding that two so totally varied 
in their tastes, my curiosity determined me to 
extend my enquiries- Meeting upon the next 
day my nearest neighbour, I accosted him with 
the same enquiry, to which he replied: It was 
all very good; but the length of it. He did not 
look at his watch ; but he would venture to say, 
it was near on two hours. This was all the com­
ment he had to make. By the way—he is the 
congregation—talk for his Sabbath drowsiness.— 
Happening almost immediately upon another of 
kindred flesh and blood—he said to my question 
—that he liked the sermon, it was all good.—But 
what did you like? O; the whole. Can you name 
any particular part? No ; it was all alike excellent. 
Let me see, Sir, what was the text? Do you 
remember? Indeed I forget—but I know that I 
liked it all from beginning to end. Here was a 
singular genius, an apt hearer. He was pleased, 
ami could not tell wherefore.
Coming in contact with a fifth person, possessed 
of a discriminating, and close mind; and scarcely 
waiting to pass common civilities, I begged to 
know his opinion. He cheerfully complied.— 
And at once gave the sermon his hearty, and 
entire approbation. From one end to the other it 
was pervaded by a strong, an unbroken, thread of 
argument. It abounded in well arranged syllo­
gisms, and every ergo or therefore, came with 
irresistible force, lie thought the preacher a 
first rate logician, and that his propositions were as 
lucidly demonstrated as any one in the book of 
Euclid. The Atheist, Deist, Universalist had been 
triumphantly defeated. And the whole language 
was inimitable for its conciseness and perspicuity.
It is astonishing how men differ. And had it 
been the intention of the next one I conversed 
with, he could not have conveyed his mind more 
differently than he did from what had been last 
expressed. The sermon was none of your dry, 
argumentative productions. The style was choice 
and full. Large scope was granted to a native, 
and chastened imagination.—He had never heard 
a death bed scene as that of the infidel, so tragical­
ly depicted; never heard heaven so beautifully 
pictured; never had hell been presented to him 
with so much terriffic and sublime imagery.
Quite of a piece with this opinion was that, given 
by another of my fellow hearers. He liked the 
sermon because of the manner. What an animat­
ed eye! What a sweet tone of voice! What ac­
tion! What grace! What dignity! He never 
saw the like, in any theatre. Indeed he had been 
informed that actors were accustomed to come 
and hear our minister for the sake of improvement, 
that they might tiie more advantageously appear 
upon the stage. He was a charming speaker.
I might have proceeded, and obtained as many 
different opinions, perhaps as there were individu­
als in the church—I might have heard strange 
things of which I never should have dreamed—but 
by this time my curiousity was tolerably satiated. 
I therefore, felt strongly inclined to serious reflec­
tion. Is this what constitutes the hearing of the 
Gospel? Are these the comments made upon the 
messages of its ministers? That many receive 
no other benefit than what I have stated is it not 
lamentably true? IIow many go to hear for 
others? For others they are so deeply engaged, or 
thev are so insidious towards themselves they have 
neither time nor inclination to apply any portion 
of a discourse to themselves. Flow many just go 
to church to feast their argumentative, imaginative 
or theatrical taste? In short they are pleased 
with' every thing but the Gospel. They do not 
consider that they are hearing for their lives, that 
what is said if disregarded, misimproved or misap ­
plied, may cost them no small anguish in eternity.
Not such is the Christian hearer—although not
insensible to the value of style, imagination, logic, 
manner, what pleases him most in a sermon is the 
preaching of the Gospel. If Christ, and he cruci­
fied be proclaimed, if saints be reproved and 
encouraged, if sinners be warned and directed, he 
is content. He hears for himself. L the hypo­
crite unmasked? He does not wander over the 
congregation to affix the semblance to this, or 
that one. He carefully notes what is remarked, 
and is disposed with trembling to ask, ‘ Lord is 
it I?’ Is the authenticity of Scripture proved? 
He is not admiring the logician so much as rejoic­
ing in that which places this beyond controversy.— 
Is the preacher animated and eloquent? It is not 
his animattion so much as it is his animating theme, 
by which he is enchanted. He hears for himself.—• 
He listens to the word that he may be a doer of it 
likewise. Such hearing as this cannot fail to be 
profitable. With this intent, all should repair to 
the courts of the sanctuary. With an audience 
of this description, what a solemn, delightful place 
would it be, and how immensely beneficial. We 
would then believe, that candidates were assem­
bled together for eternity. There would be few­
er hypocrites and critics, and far more Christians. 
The minister would not so eften mourn, “ who 
hath believed our report?” Nor sinners so fre­
quently enquire, “Doth he not speak parables?” 
So let us hear, and so do, “as they that shall be 
judged by the law of liberty.”—C/ir. Int.
THE FAMILY REVIVAL.
The family whose condition I am to describe, 
is a representative of thousands in our Churches, 
who are living in the full enjoyment of the high­
est Christian privileges. The father is actively 
engaged in the business of life. The pursuits of 
the world engross his chief care from day to day. 
Yet he is a Christian. He maintains, in his gen­
eral intercourse with his fellow men, a character 
consistent with his religious profession. In his 
household arrangements, all the forms and ap­
pearances of Christian worship are daily observed. 
The morning calls the inmates of the dwelling to 
the family altar. The scriptures are read, and 
perhaps a hymn is sung. The prayer is offered; 
but when the circle is dispersed, it is at once evi­
dent that the exercise has made no strong impres­
sion.
The duties at home, the business abroad, and 
the pleasures of life, engage the attention of the 
various members of the household. It is not the 
great object of this family to glorify God. The pa­
rents are real Christians; but their affections have 
wandered from God, and are too much set upon 
this world. Their children are not interested in 
thegreat salvation,and the parents are so much de­
voted to their mental improvement and social ac­
complishments, as to feel too little that the claims 
of God and his kingdom are paramount to every 
thing else. They would shudder at the thought 
of saying that religion is not thegreat concern; 
and in their daily prayers they always offer the 
supplication that they may have first an inheritance 
in the kingdom of God. But the children and 
the domestics see, from the yielding current of 
their life, that Christian duty is not unfrequently 
made to compromise with the customs of the 
world. Thus they go on from time to time, their 
offspring growing up in impenitence. Their dwell­
ing is not illumined by the cheering light of the 
Saviour’s face. The altar is there, but its fire is 
dim. The sacrifice is offered, but the lamb has 
a blemish. “ Holiness to the Lord” is not legible 
on the walls of their tabernacle, and upon all its 
furniture. And the “ stranger in their gates” would 
scarcely infer that their house is the Lord’s, and 
all that appertains to it consecrated to his service.
But He who loves his people, will not suffer them 
to go on, satisfying themselves with the cup of 
emptiness. He sends an affliction to recall their 
affections to him. Sickness falls upon a child. 
Their loved one suffers, and the whole circle sym­
pathize with it. The parents think of their past 
course. They call to mind what God has done 
for them, and what they have been doing in his 
cause. They feel convinced that a cold and world­
ly spirit has damped the ardof of piety, and that 
their lives have been barren and unfruitful. They 
plead for the recovery of their child, and they con-
less the guilt of their own backsliding. Their 
hearts are softened. They weep and pray. They 
return to God, and God returns to them.
Aon, the spirit which reigns in their dwelling is 
changed. 1 he worldly visiter does not come.— 
7/io minister, and their most devoted Christian 
friends, renew their visits and the house of afflic­
tion becomes the place where God is acknowledg­
ed, and sought, and honored.
How altered is the family prayer! No heartless 
formality now. It comes from stricken hearts. 
A father s and a mother’s tenderest sympathies 
are touched, and an avenue is opened into their 
bosoms, through which the good shepherd can 
communicate the richest of his spiritual blessings.
Morning and evening the word of truth is read 
and regarded with far different feelings. It is seen 
and felt to be the bread of life to their souls, as 
well as to the sick sufferer’s, whose days are appa­
rently numbered. The parents think their child 
must die. They know, that if unrenewed, the soul 
must be lost! They cry to God. Faithfully now, 
if never before, they warn the child they love, that 
Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners, 
and in no other name can one hope for salvation.
I he truth reaches the heart, with an emphasis ne­
ver felt before. And the reason is, it comes from 
the heart. A father’s and a mother’s bosom bleeds 
at the withering prospect of giving back thus to 
its Maker tiie immortal spirit which had been en­
trusted to their care, with this injunction: “Take 
this and train it up for me." They have not done 
it. Parental affection is almost agonized at the 
recollection of past neglect, and the dreadful anti­
cipation of the grave, over which they must ever 
weep with hopeless grief.
But God in tender mercy hears the cry of his 
chosen. God is a father, and he pities a parent, 
lie averts the dreadful stroke. He spares the child. 
And the hearts of Christian parents are melted 
and subdued by gratitude. It any thing can re- 
cal them, this will.
But what is the effect of such a visitation up­
on the household who receive it? Religion re­
sumes the place in that habitation from which she 
was removed. Enter the dwelling,—you cannot 
fail to see her there. She is conspicuous from 
morning to night. If business calls, it does not 
call away from her. Her light is in tiie path.—- 
Her shield protects, and her smiles cheer and bless. 
In that family now she in-reality presides. At the 
altar her mantle falls on every sincere worshipper. 
The blessing invoked at the table is not an unmean­
ing formality. The words that are uttered are 
felt in the heart. At the fireside her presence is 
acknowledged; and if the stranger enters their 
gates, he finds that Israel’s God is there. In short, 
the spirit of religion in that family is revived. The 
sick one slowly recovers; and were it not for the 
uncertainty of sick-bed repentance, there would 
be hope, that the sufferer had found in the sickness 
of body, the life of the soul. Others in the house­
hold, brothers, sisters or domestics, have sympa­
thized in the sorrow, have seen religion restored 
to her throne in the heart, have listened to the 
counsel which now has been given them, and have 
profited by the prayers offered up in their behalf.
They have repented, and embraced the Saviour; 
and it night be literally said of the fruits of this 
affliction, as of the restoration of Dorcas, “many 
believed in the Lord.”
Now this is, strictly speaking, a family revival 
of religion. And such is the kind of revival we 
most need.—Religious Magazine.
Opposition to the benevolent efforts of the day, 
by which I mean the Bible, the Tract, the Sunday 
school, the Missionary, and the Temperance cause, 
and other kindred objects, arises either from igno­
rance or prejudice. And with the light which is 
now accessible, he who now opposes them must 
consent to be ranked among the enemies of God 
and man—as much so as those Jews who rejected 
Christ, in the days of his incarnation.—Ctiarleston 
Observer.
Christian, hath not God taught thee, by his word 
and spirit, howlo read the short-hand of his pro­
vidence? Dos*t thou not know that the saints af­
flictions stand for blessings?—G urn all.
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Rfston Coilegk—We are requested to give notice that 
the Exhibition of the Philomaths i-an and Nu Pi Kappa socie­
ties of Kenyon College will take pace in the College Chapel 
on Monday evening next, nt C o’clock—That of the Junior 
Class on Wednesday ot 11 o’clock, A. M.
Confirmations__ On Saturday the 15th inst. in St. Janies’
parish, Rocky l'oik, three persons were confirmed by Bishop 
Mcllvaine.—On the I6tb, eleven were confirmed in Newark, 
and one in Granville.
Convention of the Diocese of Michigan. At the re­
quest of the Standing committee of that Diocese, Bishop 
Mcllvaine has appointed the meeting of Convention to take 
place on the 3d of May next, at Monroe—He expects to set 
out about the 11th of April on a visitation of the Churches 
in that Diocese.
It ought to he observed in connection with the above notice, 
that Bishop Mcllvaine some months since, received an invita ­
tion from the Standing Committee ol the Diocese ot Michi­
gan to perform Episcopal duties there, und meet their Con­
vention, whenever his duties here would permit.
Episcopal Church in Illinois.—The subjoined letter was 
recently received by Bishop Mcllvaine, and has been sent as i 
a circular by the little flock at Rushville to uthci shops o! 
our Church, in order, as they sav, to give a “statement of the 
number, condition and prospects of our Church, and asking 
that we may he remembered in the prayers of your churches, 
and that you will give us your assistance in procuring a mis­
sionary pastor to bcJocated here.'
We earnestly hope that appeals like this, from what was late­
ly a wilderness, will have the effect to rouse our churches and 
ministers generally, to greater efforts to meet the increasing 
wants of the West, and it would he well for Episcopalians in 
Ohio especially, to consider whether the time has not come 
for them to look beyond their own borders, and now that the 
walls of their own Zion are rising so rapidly, and “peace is 
found within them, and prosperity in all her palaces,” to lend 
their aid to their more destitute brethren, to lay their founda­
tions, and “build up their waste places.”
Rushville, February, 183k 
To the lit. Rev. Bishop Mcllvaine-.
On the 4th inst. a few persons of this place, under a 
solemn sense of duty, and a deep feeling that it was necessary to 
their present and future happiness, met and associated, them­
selves into a church.
The bond of association (in the usual form) was subscribed 
by ten persons then present, and has since been subscribed by 
five others—making our number fifteen.
A few persons heretofore attached to our Church, entertain­
ing little hope of ever seeing it opened here, have united with 
other denominations.
Our present condition is in some respects lamentable, while 
in other we have abundant reason to thank God for his mer­
cies, and for the prospect we have of better things. What the i 
condition is of persons who worship Christ as their Creator 
and Redeemer, and feel that their salvation depends on an ha- j 
bitual and hearty obedience to all that he has taught and eom- j 
manded them, and see that they have no one to guide—to 
teach—to admoniih—and above all things, to feed them with 
the body and blood of our Redeemer,—you are better able to 
define than we are-—Such is now our condition.
The only means of grace that we enjoy is a prayerful closet 
meditation of our bible—and a regular meeting at otir houses 
each Sabbath to have lay-reading. And yet we have cause to 
rejoice that God has opened our hearts to worship our Re­
deemer—that He has disposed us to associate ourselves as 
brethren, to countenance and support each other, and to unite 
our efforts to obtain that pastoral food and government which 
we so much need.
Should you be able to help us in that respect, none can bet­
ter estimate than yourself the value of the service you wi4 
have rendered us, and its acceptance with God. But should 
we fail at this time in our efforts to obtain a pastor, we will 
still feel that we are in the hands of our God, and that, if 
with integrity of heart, we continue to worship and supplicate 
Him, he will in no wise cast us off.
Our country is new and every way inviting. It is daily 
receiving a heavy tide of emigration, and is, we believe, des­
tined to become one of the wealthiest, and most populous
States in the Union. We are here situated in what is sup- < 
posed to be the heert of the State, and our village is now in 
prosperity far in advance of any other in the district. Its 
population is supposed to have increased in the last year from 
(XX) to 900.
Rushville has now no house of worship—though the Me­
thodist and Presbyterian societies talk of building this year. 
We are informed that several families of our Church, from the 
western part of New-York, will probably come here this year, 
and we believe that many others of our brethren are scattered 
through the country around us.
Beside the claim which, as children, we have on you as one 
of the fathers of the Church, to cherish and assist us; we sub­
mit to your consideration, whether in view of all these facts, 
a part of the means now directed by the Church to tlie older 
States, might not be attended with more practical good, if di­
rected to us, and to other newly settled places. In such places 
public feeling is not so generally pre-engaged by other deno­
minations—and tiie feelings of the people being less excited, 
their minds are consequently more open to the arguments on 
which our Church aims to build a lasting and saving religion. 
She will thus, also erect standards to which her emigrating 
children may resort, and not feel a necessity for uniting with 
other denominations.
Believing that the prayers of the righteous avail much, and 
that God will hear the united petitions of his people and bless 
the subjects of them, we therefore beseech you that by your 
ChurcbesJ we may be <1( ily remembered at the throne of Grace, j 
that individually Goil may be pleased to bless us to our salva- 1 
tion, and as a Church to strengthen us and prosper us, so we 
may become an acknowledged part of his vineyard.
Our number is yet small and none of us are rich. There­
fore it is but little that we can do to support a pastor. But 
what we can, gladly we will do. If a minister could be ob­
tained for us, and some portion of the missionary fund could 
be appropriated, we eouid probably devise means to increase 
that fund sufficiently fora support.
We are with great respect, &c.
Efaphroditus Cozett, "1 
Edward Worthington,
Robert MuCrkery, ) Vestry. 
Wm. VanZandt,
John T. Worthington, J
For the Gambier Observer. 
GRANVILLE INSTITUTION.
Mr. Editor,— Presuming on your readiness to spread before 
your readers any information respecting the institutions which 
are rising up in various sections, under the enlightened enter­
prise of our citizens, to he the ornaments of our State, and to 
furinsh to our youth the means of mental and moral improve­
ment, 1 am induced to offer for insertion in your columns a 
brief notice of the institution named at the head of this arti­
cle. It is situated in Granville, Licking county, Ohio. It 
was founded by the Ohio Baptist Education Society, and went 
into operation in December, 1831 ; and was incorporated the 
following January, under the name of the “Granville Lite­
rary and Theological Institction,” with a charter grant­
ing the right to confer degrees, anil all the rights usually en­
joyed by colleges. At the last annual meeting of the trustees, 
in August, 1833, the institution was organized in four depart­
ments, viz: Preparatory, English, Collegiate, and Theological.
What is called the Munyol Labor System is adopted in this 
institution. All the students are required to be daily occu­
pied, more or less, in some kind of work; and for the better
j accommodation of the students, the trustees, at their last an- 
! nual meeting, “resolved, as soon as practicable, to furnish 
them with work and the instruments for performing it, and to 
pay them for the value of their labor.”
A farm, containing 180 acres of excellent land, belongs to 
the institution, and will give the students the opportunity to 
engage in agricultural labor to any desired extent. A cooper­
age has already been fitted up in which several find employ­
ment. Carpenters and joiners also find work.
The Faculty, or Board of Instruction, consists at present of 
Rev. John Pratt, A. M. President and pro. tern. Professor o* 
Moral Philosophy; Paschal Carter, A. M. Professor of Ma­
thematics and Natural Philosophy; Asa Drury, A. M. Pro­
fessor of Languages; and A. If. Frink, A. M. Principal of 
the Preparatory Department. The most ample tes.imony has 
repeatedly been given respecting ‘heir entire ability to fill their 
respective departments. The thorough nature of their instruc­
tion is the characteristic which has never failed to strike the 
attention of those who have had opportunity to observe.
In the spring of 1332, the buildings of the institution were 
destroyed by fire. This caused some embarrassment. New
is a three story edifice of 80 fc et by 30, with a baek wiu-. qf 
44 bv 20,—were erected the ensuing summer. The insthu- 
tion has no funds except the farm and buildings: it depend, 
on the liberality of the community. In all respects, except 
the loss by fire and the consequent pecuniary embarrassment, 
the institution Ms thus far gone forward with unparalleled
prosperity.
The whole expense at the institution for tuition, board, 
washing, room, furniture, and fuel, is $35 a term,—$70 a year 
exclusive of vacations. There are two terms of twenty-one 
weeks each. The second term of the present year, according 
to public notice, i, to commence on Thursday, the 20th of 
March. A Friend to Educator.
February 22, 1884.
______ METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER.
Date. |Sun-risc. 2 o’clock. 19 o’clock. ] Wind. | AV eather.
March 12 47- 56° 3k- s. w. Clear
13 253 52° 39° S.E. Clear
14 38° 42° 35° N. W. Cloud v
L) 30° 49° 32° w. Clear
16 32’ 58° 45° S.K. Clear
17 33° <>73 48° S. Clear
18 47° 71° 62° s. Clear
______ PfaiJKHKnJB kK’ PBLIiIOBJNCB.
The Bishop White Prayer-hook Society._ A Society tin-
der this name has been recently formed in Philadelphia havin’ 
for its object the increased circulation of the Prayer-ho. k. Tbv 
meeting for organizing was held in Christ Church on the even­
ing of Tuesday, tin 18th ult. The venerable prelate in hon­
or of whom the Society is named, presided on the occasion. 
After the opening of the inciting with devotional exercise, the 
President, in few words, which were listened to with profound 
attention, explained the object of the Society and express'd fair 
cordial approbation of it. Bishop Onderdonk followed, mid 
in a strain of forcible and peculiarly appropriate remarks, dwelt 
more at large on the excellent design of the Society, and the 
pleasing anticipations which it was justly fitted to excite. 
Several pertinent rc.olutions were then offered by the Ilcv. 
Dis. Bedell and Mead, the Rev. Mr. James, and the lit. 
Rev. Dr. Doane, which were supported by animated adiln , - 
es from their respective proposers. A constitution was adopt­
ed, and the following officers weie appointed in addition to a 
Board of Managers, The greatest unanimity prevailed. 
OFFICERS OF THE SOCIETY.
President, cx-officia—lit. Rev. Wm. White, I). 1).
1st Vice-President, ex-ojjtiio—lit. ller. II. 17. Onderdonk 
D. D.
Other Vice-Presidents— Rev. William 11. DeEmcev, 1).D., 
Rev. Gregory T. Bedell, D. D., Hon Horace Binney, John 
Andrews Esq.
Corresponding Secretary.—Rev. John W. James.
Recording Secretary.— Dr. S. Littcll.
Treasurer.—Mr. Wm. Musgrave. [Cloirchman.
Church in Franklin, Tenn__ Wearc pleased to find from
the following statement that has teen handed to us that the 
subscription tor Bishop Otey’s Church has so well succeeded, 
lit. Ilev.-G. W. Doane, D. D................................ $10
Rev. W. II. De Laney, D. D. - - - - 10
Rev. W. C. Mead, D. I). .... 10
From Christ Church, by Rev.
J. W. James:—E. S. - - - . $100
Female Missionary Society, - 40
Several persons, - - - - - 10 150
By Mr. William Chaloner, va­
rious subscriptions: - - - ... 210
By Mr. James Swords, N. Y.,
Two Ladies, each $10, - - - 20
Rev. Dr. Turner, - - - - - 10
Miss E. Turner, JO
Mr. C. J. Aldis, ----- 10
Rev. S. C. Stratton, Conn., ... 10
A member of Trinity Parish, N. Y., - 50
“A Friend,” 3 113
Prot. Episcopalian.] $533
Bristol College.—We have great pleasure in statingtl.it 
a charter has been granted to this institution by the Legisla­
ture of Pennsylvania, which invests it with all the privileges 
of a college, including of course the power to confer degrees 
This auspicious event will, we trust, increase the interest which 
it has excited, and tend to place it upon a firm and extended 
basis.
We should be pleased to embrace this opportunity of ex­
patiating on the advantages of Bristol Co. lege as a literary in­
stitution, and its claims for support as ar important means of 
promoting sound and solid education under the auspices of re­
ligion. We hope however to have this done far more ably tnd 
satisfactorily by a correspondent, who will state the character 
and objects of the institution in a series of papers, to com­
mence in our next number.
We cannot however leave the subject-without alluding W”* 
happy religious influence which has been felt in a remarkable 
degree by the students of the institution since its establishment 
Many very decided cases of conversion tave occurred amorit 
them during the present session, and the ii.tcrrt*manifested 
by others with respect to religion encourages tie hope, 
tlie divine blessing of similar results in their experience. W.iat 
an encouragement to parents, while ‘hey seek for their co’
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dreu the best instruction in human learning, to place them 
where this is intimately connected with the acquisition of that 
knowledge which extends its influence and its benefits unto 
the eternal world!—Episcopal Recorder.
Tract on the Duties of Parents, Syc.—It gives us pleasure to 
learn, that,the premium tor a tract on the duties of Parents 
and Guardians, having reference to Sunday Schools, especially 
those of the Protestant Episcopal Church, has been awarded to 
the Rev. Thomas Pyne, of Brooklyn, New-York.__lb.
We observe among the advertisements of new publications 
in England, one of an edition of Bishop M’llvaine’s Eviden­
ces of Christianity, under the superintendence of Dr. Olin- 
thus Gregory.—Epis. Rcc.
The Bible in Africa—An agent of the British and For­
eign Bible Society writes from Tunis, August 11, 1833:__
“Surely you will unite with me in thanksgiving to our Lord 
»nd Saviour, when I tell you that, against hope, the Lord has 
opened a door here; and that his holy word finds access, not 
only to the cottage of the poor, hut also to the palaces of the 
great and the rich of this country. Jews and Mohammedans 
vie in reading and hearing the word of God. Since the 9th 
of July, when I entered my house, until this hour, my room 
was some days, unremittingly, from seven o’clock in the morn­
ing till evening at the same hour, crowded with Jews and Mo­
hammedans; and the Lord gave me an opportunity to proclaim 
to them salvation by our Lord Jesus Christ. I have disposed 
of nearly 200 copies of the holy Scriptures, mostly Arabic 
and Hebrew; of which I gave away gratis perhaps about a 
dozen. The Jews all prefer the’ edition of Van der Hooght; , 
and I have no more left. They do not like the edition of our 
society, on account of its small type. Old people do not use 
spectacles here, as in Europe. 1 beg you therefore to write 
to the Bible soeiety, if you have not yet done it, and request 
a good supply of that edition; 500 would not be too many. I 
also 'sold to the Greeks who live there, a number of modern 
Greek Testaments; but as they are mostly poor people, I was 
obliged to sell them very cheap. To the Greek l’apa 1 made 
n present of a few copies, for the poorest of his diocese. On­
ly the Roman Catholics appear altogether inaccessible; the at­
tempts which I have made with respect to them have hither­
to been unsuccessful. I have arranged a room in my house for 
a Bible depot, where I can conveniently place more than 2000 
copies, without being damaged. Here I receive Mohamme­
dans and Jews, and sometimes Christians also.—N. S'. Jour.
r-WWwufr-’LA -J.
_Chicago.—It is difficult for persons living in older coun­
tries, to realize the rapidity with which towns and villages 
spring into existence in the West. With them, the chat, -e of 
months, and even years, is not perceptible, while will? us, 
weeks and even days, are the whole eras of permanent altera­
tion. I he effect has truly the appearance of magic, for it may 
in truth be said, altering the words of the poet to suit the idea, 
“ I hat cities swell where forests frowned 
A hundred days ago.”
3 hese remarks have been suggested hy reading in the “ Chi­
cago Democrat,” of the 28th tilt, some remarks upon the situ­
ation, prospects, population, &e. of that place. Cnicago is sit­
uated near the north western extremity of Illinois, on the riv­
er of the same name, near to its entrance into Lake Michigan. 
As illustrating its rapid growth, we find the following facts in 
the Democrat:
Last spring there were in Chicago five or six (we hope not 
grog-shops) stores, now there are from 20 to 25; then there 
were 150 inhabitants, now from 800 to 1000; then the towns 
contained about 30 buildings, now more than 180. During 
the past season 80 vessels arrived, “bringing goods and proper­
ty to a vast amount,” now their merchandise is nearly nil gone. 
All kinds of business have equally flourished with the mer­
cantile; and building materials and workmen have been in un­
precedented demand.
Last, but not least., it would seem that religion and morals, 
and education, are not neglected hy the good citizens of Chi- 
cago.^ for we see in the same paper from which we gather 
the facts aoove stated, the “ ChicngokTcinperance Soeiety,” 
advertised to meet in the “Presbyterian Meeting House,” and 
a meeting of the “Citizens of School District, No. 2, request­
ed in the Baptist Meeting House.” Such bein-r the case 
wc heartily rejoice in the prosperity of Chicago, and hope it 
may long continue—St. Louis Ohs.
Melancholy Accident—The steamheat William Penn, of the 
Baltimore line, took lire on Tuesday afternoon last, on her 
way from New-Castle. The flames spread so rapidly that it 
was found necessary in a few minutes after they broke out to 
run her oil shore, about three miles below the city, where the 
water being shoal, most ol the persons on hoard escaped to 
the shore. Not all, however, were thus providentially favored.
I he Rev. John Mitchel more, (of the Presbyterian Church,) 
horn Lewistown, Mr. J. S. Porter of this city, Mr. Waller 
. Buckley, of Hartford, Conn., and a female whose name 
is unknown, threw themselves over aft of the wheel-house, 
where die water being deeper they were drowned. How sud- 
den and unexpected a removal into eternity!—Epis, liec»
The Geneva Gazette contains an account of the removal of 
a Church steeple entire, at Cressentium, in Piedmont, from 
one point to another, at several yards distance, where it was 
placed on new foundations. The operation took place under 
the direction of an engineer, and the master mason, who was 
so confident of his success, that he made 1 is son remain in the 
steeple and ring the bells during the transport!
The King of .the Sandwich Islands.—Some pious ladies at 
Sherbourne sent to the King of the Sandwich Islands, by 
means of a missionary who had lately returned, and was then 
on a vi-it to Dr. Gray’s housekeeper, a splendid dress, in the 
form of a night gown, made of gaudily [Minted bed-curtain 
stuff, ornamented with a large silver button, by way of a star 
on the left breast; it was faced with scarlet, and lined with 
purple. The motive in sending it was to induce the king to 
abandon idolatry; but the ladies were dreadfully perplexed 
when they received in due time a letter containing his majes­
ty’s thanks; but as he considered himself unworthy of so ele­
gant and magnificent a dress, he had consecrated the noble ?ift, 
and hung this splendid nightgown on his chief idol, as a robe 
of state and splendor!—Barbadian.
Value of Life in Africa—The Landers in! Africa were dread­
fully tormented by the rude curiosity of the natives, who al­
most suffocated them by crowding to and about their tents.
On complaining of this nuisance to the chief of one place, he 
said, “ fake your gun and kill a few: you have my full leave 
to slaughter as many as you please. After you have cut off
the heads of some of them, the rest will not molest you.”__
Barbadian.
The Kino of Greece.—Dr. Sceuhert, the tutor of prince
Otho, speaks highly of the religious principles of the young 
monarch. When the day of his departure for Gieece was fix­
ed, his father, tile king of Bavaria, wrote to the president of 
the Protcstent consistory of Munich, to ask him to recom­
mend a suitable chaplain to sccompany the Protestant soldiers 
who were to accompany Otho. “An excellent young man,” 
■Mr. Mayer, was chosen for this post. It is added that the 
Roman Catholic confessor of the king takes part in promot­
ing the operations of Bible societies, and t’.ie first copy of the 
New Testament in modern Greek, which Dr. Schubert sold 
for the Bible Society, was purchased for the king of Greece. 
These facts arc encouraging to the American and European 
missions, which have been established in that interesting coun­
try.—lb.
From Dr. Pinkerton.—Breslau, Sept. 21, 1833.
The Biiii.f. in Prussia.------At Butchwald, the beautiful
country-seat of the countess of Reden, I met with a very kind 
reception. I was truly glad to make the personal acquaint­
ance of her ladyship, having so long corresponded with her 
on the afl’airs of our soeiety. The Buehwald auxiliary is cer­
tainly one of the most active of the Prussian societies. The 
Countess informed me, that her late husband, the Count, for­
merly Prussian Minister of State, instituted this society, on 
the 19lh June, 1815; placed her at the head of it as presi­
dent, with the pastor of the village and two or three persons 
belonging to the place as the committee, and three weeks af­
terwards departed this life;—that she had found great solace 
to her grief in nursing the infant soeiety entrusted to her 
special care by her lamented husband;—that Sir James Rid­
dle, a native of Scotland, was among the first contributors to 
its funds, by a donation of four louis d’or; and tiiat such has 
been the Divine blessing upon her labors (for she acts the part 
not merely of president, but of Secretary also,) that 30,141 
copies of the Holy Scriptures had been put in circulation by 
their auxiliary. At present, the Society consists of 200 mem­
bers. Its sphere of operation includes ton towns, and about 
seventy villages, scattered in Use valleys and on the declivities 
of the majestic Giant’s Mountains. This extensive field is 
densely peopled; and is divided into twelve districts, in each 
of which there resides a Corresponding Director, who has 
charge of a depot, and conducts the distribution in his quar­
ter. The poor generally are unable to pay more than half- 
price for the Bibles, and one-third of the price for the Testa­
ments. The Countess has introduced into many of the village 
schools the mode of supplying the children with the Bible hy 
their contributing small weekly subscriptions.—Boston Rec.
Frotestant Episcopal Pulpit—Wc learn that an engrav­
ed likeness of the Right Rev. Benjamin Moore, formerly 
Bishop of the Diocese of New-York, has been prepared by 
Mr. J. W. Paradise for the “Pulpit.” It is said to be re­
markably faithful in presenting the features of the original. 
The sickness of the engraver lias occasioned a delay in its ap­
pearance, as likewise of the January No. of the Pulpit which 
it is to accompany.—Epis. Rec.
temperance.
Temperance and Respect for the Sabbath.—By an un­
dersun ding among the proprietors of the different lines of Liv-
About 100 tons of the ice carried from Boston to Calcutta, 
by the 1 uscany, had been landed free of duty, and orders given
215«■erpool and London Packets, a change has been adopted bv to extend th<> c c — ------ ------- .
winch the rate of passage is reduced to .$120,—each passenger ter I t w-.s ~l'i faVOr.to s,™llar cargoes from whatever quart 
paying for the wines and liquor he may use, which are mbe ' ’ wiling at six and a quarter cents per poundt
furnished by the Steward at reasonable' prices. By this ar- 1 he Attorney General, Mr. Butler, on Wednesday of last 
rangement much of the excess in which many not under 'Teek’dcIlvred1an eloquent and appropriate eulogy on the iate 
the influence of the principle of temperance indulge, will he i • ^“.presence of the Court and Bar, at Wash
checked and we have no doubt that the major part of those i "? , ,{’’e C,."7 J'lstice n*ponded to it, in terms of warm
wl)O cmlxirk in tlvp&o clime mill )»/» I.. .1 > ' prsusc of tilt? sncml nnrl 1 r ...., I I • . ....................... part UI Iho e bark in these ships will be gratified by the change 
.1 T*r*e '7th equal satlsfaetion, hy the advertisement of 
the Ola Line, that the propietors have arranged that when the 
sailing day falls on Sunday, the ships will sail on the succeed­
ing Monday. The employment of steamboats and laborers 
as well as the bustle inevitably connected with the despatch of 
these ships, has been found inconvenient, and in every view 
objectionable, on the part of those who are scruptilous'in the 
observance of the day. The public will find an adv tntage in 
the change, as the Packets will no win all cases bring and carry 
the newspapers and correspondence of the day of sailing. We 
have heard from all quarters an expression of approbation as 
to these measures and we trust that in the result they will tend 
to the public good—Jour, of Cum.
Lewis Cass, Secretary of War-Levi Woodbury, Secretary 
of the Navy —and Benjamin F. Butler. Attorney General of 
the United States, are all decided temperance men.
aiaNTEKAX. SUMIZARir.
,, , . . — -wza. . a-|a/huvu iu iv, in terms of warm
praise of the social and professional character of the deceased 
and of deep regret at his loss. oeceascd,
foreign.
By arrivals at New-York, London papers have been receiv­
ed to the evening of January J8th, and Parts papers ,0 the
file Carhsts in Spain continue to trouble the Queen and 
kingdomTCCt,0a a?PCarS t0 beeXteildl"« various part^f
The constitutional ts of Catalonia have made a decided 
movement in favor of liberty. An address to the Queen call 
mg for a representative government, the suppression of tithes 
monasteries, and all ecclesiastical impositions has been signed 
>y nearly uO,(j(X) Catalonians, and forwarded to her Maiestv 
by the Captain-General of the province. J 7
A 47 gun frigate belonging to Don Miguel, and bavin- on 
)oard for 1.on nearly $100,000 in specie, entered the Tagus 
on the 20th of December from the Last Indies, ignorant of 
r ic fact that Lisbon and the forts were in possession of Don 
iedio, and was immediately captured.
I he army of Don Miguel was suffering much hy sickness 
H 6iat his forces did not exceed 6,000 abk men hut
his fortifications were so strong, it would require a much lar­
ger force to dislodge them.
On the 31st of December a violent storm did much damage 
o the shipping on the coast of Great Britain, Holland, and
mckef ’r1 K® NOltl1 °f Euro»,e* The Philadelphia 
7 7 7"1* Kensington was thrown ashore on the coast of
Lug and, and the ship would probably he lost, but the cargo 
saved. l he ship is insured at three offices in Wall-street for 
an aggregate of $40,000. or
Church reform was becoming the absorbing topic in Great 
Britain, and the London Times expresses the opinion that the 
giievances of the dissenters in relation to marriages, the uni­
versity, &e. will be speedily removed.
The Paris papers state that the Duke of Orleans will set 
sail for America in March, and that he intends to pass the 
greater part of the year in visiting different parts of that 
country. ‘ 11
lu the south of Russia there was much alarm from annre- 
hension of famine. Whole villages near Odessa had been de­
serted for Want of food.
I he Pacha of Egypt was taking every precaution for meet­
ing the dearth and other ill effects to be expected from the 
failure of the annual overflowing of the Nile.__AC Y. Obs
TWELVE DAYS LATER FROM SPAIN DIRECT.
Important News—A Conspiracy discovered— Change of Minis- 
lry—The Liberals restored to power.
Ihe Editors of the New-York Daily Advertiser are indebt­
ed to the late Governor Cabresa, now an exile in this city for 
the following highly interesting intelligence, received from his 
respectable correspondents, at Cadiz, uuder date of the 22d 
Jan. by the brig Herald, which arrived at Boston on Munday
The dates from Madrid are to the 17th January.
On the 16th January a most daring and deep-rooted Con­
spiracy of the Cat list party was discovered. The plan was to 
destroy the Queen Regent, her two daughters, the Infant 
Don Francis, his wife, and all ins children—in fact, to destroy 
all the Royal frmily. Many of the most distinguish d per­
sons, ol all ranks, had been arrested and thrown into prison,
Ihe Liberals became so indignant at the conduct of the 
I icmier, Xea Bermudez, and his fellow ministers—by whose 
negligence the conspiracy had been so near being accomplish • 
ed—that they rt paired to the house of Zea Bermudez on the 
night of the J6th, for the purpose of destroying him; but be­
ing unable to find him, they vented their rage by destroying 
his furniture and valuables.
Ihe excitement was so great that the Queen Regent chang­
ed her government at once, by removing all her Ministers ex­
cept Zarco Del Valle of the War department. Martinez de 
la Rosa is appointed Premier, in the place of Zea Bermudez- 
Garoli is called to the Department of Justice; Vasquez l’il 
queroa, Minister of the Marine; and Aranalde to the Finance 
Department.
Nearly all the Captains-General of the various Provinces 
have addressed the most energetic representations to the Queen 
requiring a representative government, and demanding the 
immediate assembling of the Cortes. A new state of things 
had taken place; the Liberals were again in phwer; and ex­
iles from foreign countries were returning to the land of their 
nativity.
By arrivals at this port Paris papers have been received to 
the 29th of January.
In Portugal a division of Don Pedro’s army tinder General 
Saldanha, had captured Leira, with the whole garrison of 1,500 
men, thus leaving Coimbra, the third city of the kingdom 
defenceless, and opening the communication between Lisbon 
and Oporto. The Pedroites were confident that the total 
overthrow of Don Miguel was near at hand.
The treaty of Russia with Turkey had excited the jealousy 
of England and I'rance, and given rise to a diplomatic corres­
pondence which at one time threatened to terminate in war. 
Serious preparations were made for this event by the opposing 
parties, but it was happily averted through the mediation of 
Austria.
Tiie Bordeaux Indicateurof Jan. 25th states on the author­
ity of a courier from Madrid, that the Spanish Government 
had issued ordinances for the immediate convocation of the 
Cortes—lb.
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POETRY.
From the New-York Observer.
To the Rev. Hugh Smith, on hit resignation of the Rectorship of 
Christ Church, at Hartford, Conn.
GAMBIER OBSERVER.
Go, true and faithful! where thy Master calls,
Go, and forg t our tears. Yet when we seek 
Our consecrated temple, and behold 
No more thy lifted brow, nor heir thy prayer,
So prevalent with God, and when we muse 
O’er the dee]) tablet of thy zeal and love 
For us, and for our children,—can we seal 
In the strong fountain of unbidden grief 
Its gush of bitterness?
Yet go thy way,—-
For God hath willed it so. On other hearts 
Four Mercy’s mission,—gather other lambs 
Unto thy Shepherd’s fold. Our souls shall joy 
In thy prosperity,—and it we mourn 
Thine absence, when the heavy shades of woe 
Involve our dwellings, when the open grave 
Engulplis our idols, when the surge of death 
Sweeps o’er our own cold bosoms, bo thou lirin 
On Zion’s bulwarks, and forget our tears.
October 21s?, 1833. k. II. S.
SIGNS OF PROSPERITY.
(FROM THE CHINESE.)
Where spades grow bright, and idle swords grow dull; 
Where gaols ate empty, and where barns are full: 
Where* church paths are with freijuent feet outworn; 
l.aw court-yards weedy, silent and forlorn;
Where doctors foot it, and where farmers ride;
Where age abounds, and youth is multiplied;
Where these signs are, they clearly indicate 
A happy people, and well governed state.
MISCELLAN Y.
Friend.
From the Temperance. Intelligencer.
Woi.cott Furnace.—Perhaps there has not been a more 
difficult task for the advocate of entire abstinence to perform, 
than to convince a certain class of manufacturers and mechan­
ics that ardent spirit might he dispensed with to advantage, 
or even with safety, in carrying on their business; I mean those 
who are necessarily exposed to the extremes of heat or cold, and 
where great bodily effortis required, and united with this, where 
labor is to be performed in the night, and the laborer is neces­
sarily deprived of his regular hours of rest. Of this class were 
furnace men; none, if I am correctly informed, have been 
more dilatory than they in adopting temperance principles; 
but in my recent tour through the county of Wayne, I am 
happy to say, I found one furnace where the use of intoxicating 
liquor was wholly proscribed, and where, it would seem too as 
if providence had designed to illustrate in the most stiiking 
manner, the difference, between carryingon the business of such 
an establishment ic«M and without ardent spirit. This furnace 
is in the town of Wolcott—was put in operation in 1821, and 
was carried on six years by the original proprietors; and then 
as now, gave employment to about 101) men. The owners 
were men of the first respectability; were distinguished for 
piety, and although unfortunate in business, they were much 
esteemed as honorable business men, and are held in affec­
tionate remembrance in that section of country.
At that time, however, temperance principles as they are 
now understood, were unknown. Their discovery and devel­
opment were reserved for the Christians and philanthropists of 
a later day. As soon would it have been,thought practicable 
to melt the ore without fire, or to put the machinery in mo­
tion without water, as to find furnace-men who would abstain 
from the use of ardent spirit. The laborers were therefore 
supplied with their daily allowance, and as a matter of econo­
my they were paid as large a share of their wages In whiskey 
as they’ could be induced to take; hut after struggling six 
years the proprietors were obliged to bring their business to a 
close with a loss of $20,000.
The establishment was then purchased by Messrs. Hend­
ricks & Seymour, young men without capital, but who had 
this advantage, that they were acquainted with all the details 
of the business, being themselves practical furnace men.— 
They very soon adopted temperance principles, and excluded 
ardent spirit from their premises. Mark the result. Although 
the present proprietors have incurred a heavy expense in erect­
ing almost entire new buildings and machinery, they have, in 
the six years since the purchase, not only sustained the estab­
lishment, but have, as is believed, (for I did not of course in­
quire of them,) become wealthy; have made as much perhaps 
as the former proprietors lost in the same time. But the dif­
ference in a pecuniary point ol view is not more striking than 
the change which has taken place in the moral character of 
the men who perform the labor. Formerly, all the hands 
used spirit—most of them to excess, and none of them laid 
up any thing from their earnings. They were profane, un­
steady anti unfaithful. M hen I entered the furnace, having 
heard much of the depraved character of furnace men, I was
prepared to see the worst sido of human nature__a kind of
mimic pandemonium. What was my surprise, then, instead 
of hearing on entering, oaths and blasphemy, hymns of praise; 
and instead of obscene stories and vulgar jests, to hear them, in 
the interval between the close of their afternoon and com- 
mcncementof their evening laliors, making their arrangement 
for attending a prayer meeting that evening, in the neighbor­
hood, and a protracted meeting a few miles distant, the next 
day, and yet have no interruption to the business? All ap­
peared cheerful and happy—every one attentive to business, 
and the most perfect order was apparent throughout the estab­
lishment Mr. H. informed me that all these men were sav- any other country ; and because I consider the uses to M 
inz somethin; from their wages: And as if to make the con- this manufacture mpy eventually be applied, will ]x. as -u.„ 
trast more striking between the result of the former whiskey rous almost as the wants of man. The India Rubber doth 
regimen and the present temperance arrangement, there are I is pliable so as never to crack, and of its durability there would 
two other facts connected with the opeiations of this fi mace, | seem to be no end. These two qualities must cause it ... 
worthy of especial notice. The" first is that of the ore dig­
gers. A mail who had the job of digging the ore under the 
former owners, lost money by it. 'Ihe man who now fur­
nishes the ore, although he has less per ton, and has six feet of 
earth, more to remove, has laid up at least $1,200 in three
years. A man who performed the labor in the top-house 
(pounding and melting' the ore,) by the job, and who boarded
. . " . . .......... ....... I.A lliom nhis hands and kept a kind of grocery, where he paid them a 
great share of their wages in v.’hisl y, found himself in debt 
$800 at the end of the year. The man who performs this 
part of the labor now, is doing well, although there is not a 
single circumstance to make this difference in his favor, except 
that he uses no liquor, while his predecessor lived in a day 
when it was supposed that ardent spirit was the grand preserva­
tive of health—the principal agent in giving strength and 
vigor to the body, and was the shield alike against the effects 
of heat and cold. More conclusive evidence of the prepos­
terous folly of this whiskey economy in carrying on business 
of this kind, could hardly he imagined. Here there can be 
no mistake. The profit and loss in a pecuniary point of view 
can be told in dollars and cents; but in amoral point of view, 
who can estimate the difference?—None but lie who can
fully comprehend the value of the soul—who can estimate the 
difference between being instrumental in sending one hundred
souls to the drunkard’s grave and to hell, and being the instru 
inent in leading them to become honest, sober and industri­
ous, useful and respectable in this life, and to prepare for en­
tering with rejoicing upon the unspeakable felicities of that 
life which shall never end. K.
Extracts from the Journal of a 7 raveUer.- 
Ccntinel.
-From the Boston
Inuia-Ruerer Manufactures.—Having learned that a 
manufactory of India Rubber was established in Roxbury, 
where,among other articles, life preservers were constructed 
upon the principle of my bottle, I was curious to inspect the 
establishment, and shall attempt a somewhat detailed account of 
the result of my observations.
It appears that some years since an ingenious chemist, nam­
ed Chaffee, a native of America, discovered a method of dis­
solving India Rubber, reducing it to paste which being spread 
with a common painter’s brush over the surface of cloth, lea­
ther, &c., not only’ adhered with great tenacity, hut on being 
dried, rendered the cloth, &c., entirely impenetrable to wet or 
damp. The cohting of India Rubber can be applied from the 
thinness of paper to any required thickness. For this discove­
ry he obtained a patent from' the American government.— 
About a year since a small company of gentleman purchased 
the patent, and having engaged the services of the discoverer, 
procured a charter of incorporation, and commenced the ma­
nufacture of India Rubber leather and cloth with a capital of 
$30,000, divided into 30 shares. These shares were taken by 
a few individuals, and ll.? work is now in active operation 
with every certainty of the most astonishing.success. The 
first circumstance which struck me on entering the factory 
with my friend, was the polite readiness with which the su­
perintendent manifested his disposition to exhibit every branch 
of the operation. We were first shown the finished articles, 
and time and space would both fail me, were I to attempt the 
enumeration of the various purposes to which this ingenious 
discovery is devoted. Here were gas pipes, capable of bear­
ing an immense pressure, yet weighing scarcely more than a 
common bladder; beds and pillows, which a man might almost 
carry in the crown of his hat, which being made air tight, 
without sewing and furnished with a stop cock, could be blown 
up to any degree of tension and thus the occupant would lite­
rally lie on air; life preservers, constructed upon the same plan, 
consisting simply of an India Rubber air belt, passing round 
thebreast and furnished with a step cock, by which in a mo­
ment they might be sufficiently inflated to support a man 
forever; engine hose made without rivets or seams,as pliable ns 
the softest kid, yet susceptible, I was told, of a pressure with­
out injury which wouldsplit the common leather hose to strips, 
and fragment; cOats too and garments of every description, also 
without stitches or seams and light as common summer ap­
parel, which as completely protected the person from rain and 
storm as if made of iron, in a word this preparation applied to 
so many practical uses that I could easily believe the superin­
tendent’s assurance, that with three times the number of em­
ployees, and three times the convenience and apparatusthey now 
have they could not half supply the demand for their manufac­
tures; and this, too although the undertaking is in its infancy, 
its name but little appreciated. In a second room we found 
about 40 girls, employed in sewing the cloth part of the gar­
ments and applying the India Rubber to the cloth when made 
into garments. They were superintended by a man, who was 
cutting out the clothes to be made up by the girls. The pro­
cess of applying the preparation of India Rubber to the cloth 
is so simple, merely painting the cloth with it, with a common 
brush, that I was told a few weeks apprenticeship was sufficient 
to instruct a new beginner. The girls appeared healthy and 
contented.
In another building is erected a powerful steam engine to be 
used, if 1 understood aright, in the preparation of the com­
position and for other purposes; which building also contains 
about 4000 feet of shelves, comprised of parallel wires, for the 
purpose of covering and drying the cloth.
The whole establishment comprises four very large buildirgs, 
all of which have been erected within a few months, and gives 
employment within its inclosure to about one hundred persons, 
besides affording work to many hundreds, in incidental busi­
ness growing out of it
I have devoted considerable space to this interestingestablish- 
ment, because 1 believe it is the only one of the kind in this or
--------—uivie wo
, , , . „ . qualities ust cause it to su.
persede leather m most of the important employments of that 
substance, especially wherever leather is exposed to the» , , - ... • exposed to the action
of the elements. Ihe impermeability of the rubber cloth to 
water must render it a most valuable acquisition to mariners 
aud others whose occupation exposes them to the weather 
and it would almost seem as if it was the peculiar antidote to 
the unhealthy operation of this fluctuating climate.
I was anxious to invest a few hundred pounds in the stock 
but was informed that it was next to impossible to purchase 
any unless at an enormous advance on the original value of the 
shares. Theirpnr value is $100 orabout 22i—They arenow 
considered worth from 3 to $44)0, in consequence of'contract!, 
having been made with the corporation to take a considerable 
part of all their manufacture, at an advance of 40per cent on 
the cost; and even then it is supposed the contractors will 
make fortunes by their operations,
An Incident Worth Recording.,—We yesterday saw at 
one of the banks in State street, a parcel of American gold 
coin, worth nearly a thousand dollars, which had been sent in 
from a country hank. So large an amount of American gold 
is an unusual collection for any bank, and could not, probably, 
lie found in another. The history of this lot, as it is a little 
singular, is worth recording. It belonged to a man in the 
county of Berkshire, in this State, who had been hoarding it 
up (since 1810, a period of 24 years, liecause he had not suffi­
cient confidence in banks and bank securities, to invest his 
gains in a manner to give him interest. 'The consequence is 
that he has lost, in interest, much more than the amount of 
his principal, and when he wanted to pay for his farm, lie was 
obliged to sell to a bank at about one per cent advance, what 
has been lying like dead stock upon his hands for years, and 
might by a proper investment have brought him six per cent 
a year. Some of the pieces were of the date of 1795, and 
few, if any, of latter date than 1812.—Courier.
Midnight.—When the unfortunate Duke d’Engliein wai 
awakened in his cell at Vincennes, to be led to execution, he 
asked the officer who brought the order, “what do you want?” 
The officer made no answer. “What o’clock is it?” “Mid­
night,” answered the officer with a faltering voice. “Mid­
night,!” exclaimed the prince; “oh I know what brings you 
here; this hour is fatal to me—it was at midnight that I was 
taken from my house at Ettenhcim—at midnight the dungeon 
at Stratsburgh was opened for me—at midnight again I was 
taken out to be brought here—it is now midnight, nnd I have 
lived long enough to know how to die.—Spirit of the Age.
Animat, Weather Glass__ In Germany there will lie
found, in many country houses, an amusing application of 
zoological knowledge for the purpose of prognosticating the 
weather. Two frogs are kept in n glass jar alwut eighteen 
inches in height and six in diameter with the depth of three or 
four inches of water nt the bottom, and a small ladder reaching 
to the lop of the jar. On t he approach of the dry weather the 
frogs mount the ladder; but when wet weather is expected they 
descend into the water. These animals are of a bright green.
A lady applied to the late philanthropist of Bristol, Richard 
Reynolds, on behalf of a little orphan boy. After he had 
given liberally, she said, “when he is old enough I "ill teach 
him to name and thank his benefactor.” “ Stop,” said the 
good man, “thou art mistaken. We do not thank the clouds 
for rain. Teach him to look higher, and thank Him who 
givetb both clouds and the rain.”
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